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Tab A9+ : 27.82cm | Tab A9: 22.05cm*

4GB+64GB/8GB+128GB**

7040mAh/15W | 5100mAh/15W#

8MP/8MP | Front – 5MP/2MP

Quad Speakers with Dolby Atmos##

Display

Memory

Battery

Camera

Sound

Image simulated. Color and model subject to availability. Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ are available in Graphite, Silver and Navy. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy Tab A9's screen size is 22.05cm in the full rectangle without accounting for the 
rounded corners. Galaxy Tab A9+'s screen size is 27.82cm in the full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners. **Storage options and availability may vary by country or region. 
Actual storage availability may vary depending on pre-installed software. Two memory and storage options are available for Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+: 4GB memory and 64GB storage, 8GB memory and 128GB storage. External memory 
can be used to store media (photos, video and music files), but not applications. Availability may vary by country and manufacturer. #Typical value tested under third-party laboratory conditions. Typical value is the estimated average value 
considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 6820 mAh for Galaxy Tab A9+, 4980mAh for Galaxy Tab A9. Actual battery life may vary depending on 
network environment, usage patterns and other factors. ##Galaxy Tab A9 includes Dual Speakers (1.0W). Galaxy Tab A9+ includes Quad Speakers (1.2W). Both Galaxy Tab A9 and Galaxy Tab A9+ support Dolby Atmos. Dolby Atmos and Double 
D are trademark/registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. 
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Experience hyper-fast 5G## connectivity on 
Galaxy Tab A9+. Do everything you love 
faster with a lag-free experience.

Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ come with up 
to 8GB RAM. Store everything in the the 
built-in 128GB storage which is 
expandable up to 1TB#.

Store more of what you love3 Stream, play and browse on 5G4

Take personal entertainment to a whole 
new level. The high refresh rate**

immerses you in smooth visuals. 

Broad, bright and smooth visuals2Timeless yet contemporary design1

The stylish Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ 
feature a sleek design and a smooth 
metal body. Available in Graphite, Silver 
and Navy*.

Take on multiple tasks at once. With Galaxy Tab A9+, you can sketch out architectural 
plans and choose captivating visuals and video chat — up to three apps all on one 
screen without ever closing a window.

Split the screen into three. Multiply your productivity^5

Image simulated. Color and availability may vary depending on country or carrier. *Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+ are available in Graphite, Silver and Navy. Color availability may vary by country or carrier. **Measured diagonally, Galaxy 
Tab A9's screen size is 22.05cm in the full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Galaxy Tab A9+'s screen size is 27.82cm in the full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due 
to the rounded corners. Galaxy Tab A9's screen refresh rate is up to 60Hz. Galaxy Tab A9+'s screen refresh rate is up to 90Hz. #Actual storage availability may vary depending on pre-installed software. Two memory and storage options 
are available for Galaxy Tab A9 and Tab A9+: 4GB memory and 64GB storage, 8GB memory and 128GB storage. MicroSD card sold separately. All models support microSD cards with up to 1TB storage. External memory can be used to 
store media (photos, video and music files), but not applications. Availability may vary by country and manufacturer. ##5G connectivity supported on Galaxy Tab A9+ only. 5G network availability and actual speed may vary depending 
on country, network provider and user environment. ^Up to two apps can be displayed simultaneously on Galaxy Tab A9. Up to three apps can be displayed simultaneously on Galaxy Tab A9+. Certain applications may not support 
multi-tasking. All third party images/logos/marks are trademarks/registered trademarks of respective third parties brands/owners.
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Pick up on tab right where you left off on 
your Galaxy phone by simply being 
signed in to the same Samsung account.

With Quick Share**, just a few taps and 
you can instantly send files from your 
Galaxy phone, Tab or Book to other 
nearby Galaxy devices.

Quick Share at hyperspeed9 Move from phone to tab10

Seamlessly copy and paste across 
devices. Create a mood board on your 
tab and put information into PowerPoint 
slides on another, using the tab itself.

Expand your horizons11

Laptop, earbuds or Galaxy Watch, the 
devices paired with your Samsung Galaxy 
phone automatically show in your Galaxy 
Tab A9 or Tab A9+'s Bluetooth device list.

Auto Sync12

Your Samsung Galaxy experience is totally 
free of security issues. Monitor the overall 
security status of your device on the 
Privacy Dashboard easily.

Security for peace of mind8Rich 3D sound*7

Envelope yourself in a stunning audio 
experience. Galaxy Tab A9+ lets you fully 
engage in 3D sound with amazing clarity 
and depth.

Image simulated.*Galaxy Tab A9 includes Dual Speakers (1.0W). Galaxy Tab A9+ includes Quad Speakers (1.2W). Both Galaxy Tab A9 and Galaxy Tab A9+ support Dolby Atmos. Dolby Atmos and Double D are trademark/registered trademarks 
of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. **All functions are supported from One UI 5.1. Availability of One UI 5.1 may vary depending on device, country, region and carrier. Each device needs to have One UI 5.1, have Bluetooth turned on 
and be connected to the same Samsung account. Continue app on other devices is only compatible with Samsung Internet and Samsung Notes. For this feature to work, the two devices you are going to use must be signed in to the same 
Samsung account and connected to the same Wi-Fi network, with Bluetooth and Continue on other devices feature enabled on both device. #PowerPoint is a trademark/ registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All third party 
images/logos/marks are trademarks/registered trademarks of respective third parties brands/owners. Products shown are sold separately.



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

For more information or for e-waste pick up
please WhatsApp us on 1800 5 7267864.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia           SamsungIndia
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